Birthday Party Q & A

Answers to common questions about
birthday parties at the Planetarium…
How much does a birthday party at the Planetarium cost?
The cost is a flat rate of $150.00, which is donated to the AAHS
Astronomy Club and Planetarium Space Race Museum. Your
contributions allow us to make the Planetarium a special place for
students and the public alike!

What does the party include?
½ hour setup time for the family prior to the party
1 ½ hour party at the Planetarium, including- but not limited toa) optional creepy entrance to Planetarium (for older kids)
b) night sky study with take-home star charts
c) feature sky show of your own choosing
d) lobby activities including Lego™ scavenger hunt, and
photographs in astronaut space suit cutouts
e) Planetarium dance party finale (usually for younger kids)
½ hour cleanup time after the party for the family, and late arriving
parents to pick up their children

What nights of the week is the Planetarium available?
Parties are hosted on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights. Mr.
Krug has family and church commitments on Thursday and Friday nights, and
the school is not open on weekends. Despite these limitations, parents and
kids alike really enjoy the early week parties! There are generally less activity
conflicts with students, and no obstacles with the weekend plans of your
guests. These parties have been very well received!
What time are the parties held?
This is your call. The most popular times
recommended by Mr. Krug are:

5:30-7:00PM (5:00-5:30 setup, 7:00-7:30 cleanup)
6:00-7:30PM (5:30-6:00 setup, 7:30-8:00 cleanup)

We can’t
wait to host your
special night!

These times seem to work well, because it gives other parents time to
get their children home and possibly something to eat, but they are still not
out late on a school night. Parties can be held as early as 4:00PM, or begin as
late as 7:00PM.
Can we bring food to the Planetarium for the party?
Absolutely! In fact, most parents bring food (usually pizza) for their
party guests, and a party schedule would go something like:
5:30-5:50PM – Food in the Planetarium lobby
5:50-6:10PM – Night sky study with star charts
6:10-6:30PM – Cake and present opening in the lobby
6:30-7:00PM – Feature sky show

Can we eat or drink in the Planetarium itself?
Your guests are permitted to take their food and drink into the
Planetarium, as long as they are very careful! Parents are responsible for
cleaning up any excessive spills in the Planetarium, which is carpeted.

Can we have candles on our birthday cake?
Candles are tricky. They are obviously a birthday party tradition,
but Mr. Krug doesn’t know how sensitive the smoke alarms are in the
high school, and absolutely does not want to find out! An ill-timed fire
alarm could ruin a fun birthday, so you have the following options:
1. You may have candles for the cake, if you sing ‘Happy Birthday’
outside the Planetarium on the 13th Street portico, and your son or
daughter blows out the candles there.
2. Some parents have gotten creative and
used glow sticks in place of indoor candles, as
you can see here:
(used with permission of the parent)

3. Other parties simply skip the candles
altogether, and just sing ‘Happy Birthday’
around a nice, candle-free cake or cupcakes.

Do we need to bring any tables or chairs?
You shouldn’t! The Planetarium has multiple museum display cases
which Mr. Krug covers. They can be used to hold cake, presents, and party
favors. There is also a lot of comfortable bench seating in the lobby, and again,
guests are welcome to bring food into the Planetarium if needed.
I want to have a party at the Planetarium, but don’t know whether I’ll
have time to bake a cake!
If you are interested, Mr. Krug’s wife bakes some very nice gourmet
cupcakes, which recently won “Best in Show” at the 2015 Blair County Farm
Show. If you do choose to order through her, we can have the cupcakes ready
and waiting for you at the Planetarium, so it will be one less thing for you to
worry about!
Her basic costs are as follows:
2 dozen cupcakes minimum order
$24.00 for 2 dozen cupcakes (= $1/cupcake) basic order
$6 extra if filled cupcakes (= $1.25/cupcake)
$6 extra if adding specialty decorations (= $1.50/cupcake)

*Please note that these cupcakes would not be included in your $150.00
donation to the Planetarium. You may contact Stephanie Krug at
(814)934-6752 or stephaniekrug@gmail.com to customize and place your
party cupcake order!

What sky shows are available for our party?
You have access to every single show the Planetarium offers! Here is
our full listing of show features. Mr. Krug is creating a website which will
have video clips for most of them. For now, you can find previews of most of
the newer full-dome shows on YouTube simply by searching their names.

Full-Dome Digital Shows
These are newer shows in which action is constantly in motion, and
ensconces the audience all around the dome! Most modern Planetariums will
show only full-dome digital shows.
Mr. Krug’s 5-star rating
Astronaut
Oasis in Space
Galileo: Power of the Telescope
Dawn of the Space Age
Back to the Moon for Good
Natural Selection
Origins of Life
Extreme Planets
Supervolcanoes
Dark: Understanding Dark Matter
Dinosaur Passage to Pangea

*****
*****
****
****
****
****
***
***
***
**
*

Slide-Based Shows
Originally shown using multiple slide projectors around the room, these
older shows have been “retrofitted” to the Planetarium’s digital system. The
images are generally static, but can be animated and will move around the
dome. While the visuals may not be as stunning, the educational content is
high. These shows were Planetarium workhorses for many years!
Mr. Krug’s 5-star rating

Season of Light (Holiday sky show) *****
Larry: Cat in Space
****
Light Years from Andromeda
****
The Cowboy Astronomer
***
More Than Meets the Eye
***
Oceans in Space
***
Hubble Vision 2
**
Mars Quest
*
The Search for Life in the Universe *

Miniature Shows
Running no longer than 10 minutes each, these mini-shows can
be used in place of night sky study on the dome with Mr. Krug. You
miss out on the star charts, but your guests are still treated to a
feature show as well.
Seasonal Stargazing- Animated tour through constellations on any part of the sky
Losing the Dark- How light pollution from cities affects our view of the night sky

Pros and Cons of each Sky Show
If you’re really interested in picking the PERFECT sky show for
your party, Mr. Krug lists his personal experiences- good and badwith each of the above features on the following pages.
Full-Dome Digital Shows
Astronaut

Pros: Narrated by Ewan McGregor, this is the
Planetarium’s most popular birthday party option, in part
because it appeals to young and old alike. Kids enjoy the
humor and computer animations of what can go wrong in
outer space. Adults appreciate the science and dramatic
visuals- you really feel like you’re in outer space! The length of this
show (~25 minutes) is perfect, and your audience will be riveted
throughout.

Cons: Because it is such a popular offering, just make sure none of your
party guests have been to the Planetarium before, or they may have
seen it! Otherwise, there are no cons. This is a great show.

Oasis in Space

Pros: If your son or daughter is interested in the solar
system or other planets, then this show is it! All of the
planets- and some of the solar system’s major moonsare explored in detail, and viewers see what it would be
like to walk on their surfaces…or float in their
atmospheres! A 25:00 running time is the perfect
length for older and younger audiences alike.

Cons: There aren’t many. The visuals and storytelling
are great, and the show length is right in that “sweet
spot” which thoroughly entertains audiences, but ends before guests
become bored. There aren’t any “funny” portions or astronaut
animations for younger viewers, but this program will still keep the
interest of young and old alike!

Galileo: The Power of the Telescope

Pros: The visuals in this show are second to none! The
program’s creators clearly knew what would keep an
audience’s attention, and did just that throughout the show.
This feature spans so much beyond just Galileo and
telescopes! The Italian scientist’s experiments on motion are beautifully
explained, and the evolution of the telescope after Galileo’s life into
modern times is shown, with today’s scientists benefitting from
enormous telescopes hundreds of times larger than Galileo’s first
handmade instruments. The show concludes with a sweeping pan of a
futuristic human Moon base, which is one of the most epic shots in the
Planetarium’s arsenal.
Cons: Checking in near 35:00 running time, the show stretches the
attention spans of younger viewers, as it’s about 10 minutes beyond the
“ideal” show time of 25:00. While the visuals are fantastic, some of the
content covered may be beyond the grasp of a younger audience, even
though the animation will entertain them all the same.

Dawn of the Space Age

Pros: With our Space Race Lobby Museum, this sky show
IS the Planetarium’s marquee feature, because it covers
the history of the US and Soviet space programs so well.
The visuals are as gripping as they are fantastic, and the
audience will have a sincere appreciation for how brave
and daring these early men and women had to be. This
show offers a full chronology of space exploration
spanning the Soviet Sputnik I through the Apollo missions,
Space Shuttles, and on into commercial exploration today.

Cons: Like Galileo, the running time of ~38:00 is a little long for younger
audiences. Your hour-and-a-half party at the Planetarium will fly by, so
using an extra 10-13 minutes here will cut something else short.

Back to the Moon for Good

Pros: Narrated by Tim Allen, this show focuses on the
current Google Lunar X-Prize, designed to
reward the first non-government mission
that can land on the Moon, and move at least
100m. The show’s intro and first 10
minutes are as awe-inspiring a portion as the
Planetarium can offer, and the feature
culminates in a futuristic sequence on the Moon’s surface! At 28:00
running time, the show is a nice length that will keep your audience
engaged, but not so long that they get bored.

Cons: The beginning and ending of the show are the best, as it does slow
down in the middle. Details about specific university projects may be a
slightly advanced for younger viewers, though the visuals should keep
them entertained during even the most technical portions.

Natural Selection

Pros: If your son or daughter has an interest in wildlife,
biology, or even ships and sailing, then this is a great
show choice! Following a young Charles Darwin during
his epic journey on board the HMS Beagle, this feature
explains how evolution through means of natural
selection helps account for the amazing diversity of life
found on Earth today. The writing and visuals help
explain even complex concepts in ways that even
younger viewers can grasp easily, and 2 musical
interludes during the show are fantastic in their portrayals of the
burgeoning beauty of all of Earth’s life forms.

Cons: At 38:00, the show really stretches the attention spans of younger
audiences. (Mr. Krug can cut the show off early if needed.) The feature
does a very tactful job of not mentioning religion in any contradictory or
negative way. In fact, it points out that Darwin nearly became a
clergyman himself! Still, even in our modern society today, some people
can be uncomfortable with the idea of evolution, so make sure you know
your audience dynamic well before selecting this sky show.

Origins of Life

Pros: Spanning the full 13+ BILLION-year history of
our universe, this feature focuses on the formation
and evolution of planet Earth itself. Audiences see
life first take hold as simple-celled organisms,
gradually developing evermore complexity through
the time of dinosaurs, and onto modern humans
today. Immersive visuals take guests through
everything from extinction events through future
space colonies. This show gives a sense of life
evolving on the Earth, without getting as indepth as Natural Selection. The feature checks in around 25:00, which is
also a good 13:00 shorter- adding to your party time!

Cons: This is the earliest offering from super Dutch production
company Mirage 3D, and so its animation is not quite to the level of later
Mirage shows like Dawn of the Space Age, Natural Selection, or

Supervolcanoes- which are also offered by the Planetarium. Some
portions appear dated, as the feature references space missions of the
early 2000’s. While not directly discussing evolution like Natural
Selection, timeframes are still given in billions of years, and life evolving
from simpler forms is discussed, so again, make sure you know your
audience dynamics before selecting this feature!

Extreme Planets

Pros: With a topic focused on extrasolar
planets, i.e. planets orbiting stars other than
our own Sun, this feature is one of the most
contemporary shows offered by the
Planetarium, as new planets are discovered
by astronomers almost every day. The
variety of other worlds found in our Milky
Way is astonishing, and audiences see what it would be like to live on
planets circling pulsars, and covered in tar and diamonds- and even
existing on habitable moons of huge gas giant planets! There are 2
running times available for this show- 32:00 and 23:00- and the shorter
version works well for a party.

Cons: The sound volumes for this show were never ideal, as the
narrator’s ghostly voice can sometimes be difficult to hear over the
background music. The visuals also become a little redundant, as
multiple orbital approaches of other worlds all start to look similar. The
show is good, but doesn’t have that huge “pop” factor that a topic of this
caliber could have.

Supervolcanoes

Pros: A new Mirage3D offering, this feature appeals
to older students with an interest in geology or
Earth processes. Volcanoes with massive magma
chambers lurk beneath the Earth, and the effects of
such eruptions have altered Earth’s history, and
could pose a serious threat to human beings today.
Eye opening visuals begin in the early Paleozoic
period, and run through present day threats.

Cons: The topic of the show is very interesting and contemporary…but
it may not be very well-suited to a birthday party. “Happy birthday
Tommy! Now let’s learn about the Yellowstone supervolcano that could
wipe out part of the United States if it erupted!” There are probably
better choices as a parent 

Dark: Understanding Dark Matter

Pros: You would think a sky show about something
as theoretical as dark matter would be difficult to
understand. But this feature does an effective job of
explaining ideas in ways that regular people can
visualize! The computer animations are cool, and
some of the deep sky pans are downright beautiful.
The show is also narrated by a scientist with a neat
Australian accent, so there’s that.

Cons: This is the one feature offered by the
Planetarium that may actually be too abrupt. At only
18:00 in length, parents might feel short-changed on
the main component of their party. And because dark matter is still
totally theoretical, the majority of explanations center around the
results given by supercomputers, which isn’t all that satisfying in the
grand scheme of things.

Dinosaur Passage to Pangea

Pros: The Planetarium purchased this show in
hopes of having another kid-friendly sky show to
compliment the slide-based Larry: Cat in Space,
which has been a Planetarium staple for years.
Dinosaurs are very appealing to young students, and
the claymation-type animation throughout this
show is unique and appealing- we don’t offer
another show like it! The feature focuses on earth
processes like volcanism, plate tectonics,
earthquakes, and rock types.

Cons: This show was originally formatted for IMAX movie theaters, but
the “point of interest” was never adjusted for smaller domes. So the
audience is forced to look almost straight up during the entire 32:00
show, which may be fine for young, limber necks, but can cause adults
discomfort. The soundtrack was also not transferred over correctly by
the company, despite the Planetarium requesting and receiving a “fixed”
version. This is not a major hindrance, but does cause a crackling at a
few louder points in the show.

Despite the title of the feature, dinosaurs play a minor part in the
program. There are only 2 of them, as the main focus is on Earth
processes, which may disappoint dino-philic younger viewers. Finally,
the mischievous robot in the show resorts to name-calling towards the
young heroines of the plot, which may disappoint parents who are
trying to keep their own children from doing the same thing to others at
school. I may be overly critical of this program, but please do preview it
on YouTube before selecting it for your party.

Slide-Based Shows

Season of Light
(holiday sky show)

Pros: It can be difficult to find an older, slide-based
show that rivals its digital peers, but this feature
does that and then some! The Planetarium has yet to
find a comparable digital holiday show that matches the ambiance or
education of this Planetarium staple, which covers Christmas,
Hanukkah, New Year’s, and other holiday traditions, tracing many of
their origins back to early winter solstice celebrations of long ago. (The
feast of Kwanzaa is not mentioned, as it was not yet established as a
national holiday at the time of this show’s creation.)

Cons: This feature is really only appropriate for parties in November or
December, and some people whose birthdays fall close to Christmas
often don’t like that their special day is lumped together with the
holidays. But for families who embrace birthdays as part of what makes
this part of the year so special, this is a great show to put everyone in

the holiday spirit! We CAN show it any time of year, and it’s never too
early to start thinking about the holidays.

Larry: Cat in Space

Pros: If your son or daughter is about 8 years old or
less- so you’re hosting a much younger audience for
your party – this program may be your safest bet.
Following an orange cat in pursuit of his beloved
owner who takes a job on the Moon as a lunar geologist, this show
teaches children a little bit about Earth, the Moon, astronauts, space
travel, and outer space. And of course, it has a happy ending!

Cons: Younger guests LOVE this show, but older visitors will be bored
by it, outside of the enjoyment of watching their children have a great
time. It is definitely a show created for kids!

Light Years from Andromeda

Pros: One of the most educational offerings shown
by the Planetarium, this feature
explains the important relationship
between distance, time, and the speed
of light, and is narrated by Michael
Dorn of Star Trek: The Next Generation
fame. We follow a single beam of light from the distant Andromeda
Galaxy (over 2,200,000 light years away!) as it travels towards the
Earth, and witness how human civilization- and our knowledge of the
sky and astronomy- develops on the Earth during that time.

Cons: There aren’t many. Obviously it doesn’t have the full-dome
animation of a digital show, but the visuals are supplemented with our
own Planetarium software to make for an appealing feature. The sky
show does get a little technical when discussing the speed of light as
compared to distance, but still does so in a manner allowing even
younger viewers can grasp the overall concept.

The Cowboy Astronomer

Pros: Combining folksy cowboy storytelling
with the Native American sky lore of the Old
West, this show offers a unique
sky show experience!
Audiences learn about sky
motion, constellations, stellar
evolution, and the seasons
through a series of vignettes narrated by real-life cowboy humorist
Baxter Black. Next to Larry: Cat in Space, this is the most kid-friendly
slide-based program that the Planetarium shows.

Cons: Back in the 1980’s, this show wowed audiences. But in our digital
age, people want to be blown away, and expect copious amounts of
visuals in a Planetarium show. This feature is minimal on the slides and
animation, as viewers are expected to feel like they’re sitting around an
Old West campfire listening to storytelling. It’s a novel and unique
concept, but will not appeal to everyone. At 35:00, it’s also a lengthy
show, so it can be truncated about 8 minutes early to make it a more
reasonable length for audiences.

More Than Meets the Eye

Pros: Very similar to Light Years from
Andromeda, this show compensates for
its age by packing a high-powered
educational punch, as audiences learn
about our solar system before leaving
Earth and exploring other star systems.
The theme of this feature is comparing
what observers can see with their “naked eyes” on the night sky, versus
how those images change when viewed through binoculars, backyard
telescopes, and finally huge observatory instruments. It explains a
concept that often confuses children: not understanding how awesome
deep space pictures found in textbooks don’t look anything like what
they see outside at night with their eyes! This show covers all 4 seasons
of the year, so viewers will recognize star patterns regardless of what
time of year it is shown.

Cons: While older viewers can appreciate the “vintage planetarium” feel
of this 1980’s-style powerhouse presentation, the changing needs of
Planetarium guests have definitely relegated it to the stables more often
than the racetrack at this point. It’s a great informational program very
well-suited to Scouting groups wanting to take a survey course on the
night sky, but is lacking in the entertainment realm preferred during
birthday parties.

Oceans in Space

Pros: This program never got its just dues here at
the Planetarium, as it was the last slide-based sky
show we purchased prior to our upgrade to a fullydigital system. It also gets somewhat buried on our
public sky show circuit, due to its potentially
confusing misnomer with the popular Oasis in Space
digital show.

The concept is similar: life began in Earth’s oceans,
so if there are other oceans in our galaxy, they could
harbor life as well! Exploration in the extreme regions of Earth’s
oceans- from deep sea trenches to caustic hydrothermal vents- shows
that life is hardy, resilient and ever-adaptable, adding to the possibility
that we are not alone in the universe. The soundtrack is pleasing, and
the often-futuristic visuals are enjoyable. While it would never be
mistaken for a fully-digital show, there is enough animation to make it
this feature feel current. Truly a “transitional show” in the evolution of
planetariums, this feature has full-dome video clips incorporated
amongst the slides, a short-lived “video disc-esque” precursor to fullydigital shows.

Cons: There are no glaring shortcomings to this feature, which checks in
around 30:00. It receives little play due to more visually-entertaining
digital shows, and the Planetarium’s history with slide-based shows like
Light Years from Andromeda, More Than Meets the Eye, and Larry: Cat in
Space. About the only real knock for a party is that the narrator’s voice
and soundtrack are so mellow and soothing that it could be more likely
to put your guests asleep than keep them fired up!

Hubble Vision 2

Pros: Loaded with deep-sky visuals like
few other shows in the Planetarium’s
arsenal, this program updates audiences
on the findings of the most successful
telescope in the history of civilization: the
Hubble Space Telescope. Often the entire
dome will be filled with beautiful images
from horizon to horizon, courtesy of this engineering marvel.

Cons: Despite the Hubble’s spectacular service record keeping it
functional after 25 (!!!) years, the topic still feels dated, as the telescope
is clearly in the twilight of its career, and makes fewer and fewer
headlines with each passing year. A real challenge with this show from
a production standpoint is keeping the audience interested, through
scene after scene of deep sky images that we try to move in and out in
different patterns and arrays for variety. Still, there’s not much
diversity in the type of visuals shown, and at 32:00, the presentation
feels a little longer than it actually is.

Mars Quest

Pros: If you like looking at Mars on
the sky, reading about Mars, and
thinking about Mars, this is your
show. Tons of Mars
non-stop, and narrated
by Patrick Stewart of
Star Trek: The Next
Generation fame to
boot!

Cons: Almost everything else. While Stewart has a distinctive voice that
should’ve been *perfect* for such a role, he almost “overacts” a lot of the
show, which becomes grating. This feature is an epic 38:00 long, and
feels even lengthier due to a plodding pace that makes a fascinating
planet like Mars feel as boring as watching a NASA channel marathon
during sweeps week. Avoid this show unless your son or daughter
really, REALLY loves Mars.

The Search for Life in the Universe

Pros: It’s narrated by the late Leonard Nimoy
of Star Trek fame! It is also the one
Planetarium offering that talks directly about
UFOs and aliens, which is the second-most
popular topic asked about by students and
adults during public sky shows. (Still holding
on in 1st place: “Why is Pluto no longer a planet?”)

Cons: I’m not going to lie: this show is not very good. Our first
Planetarium Venture Grant (to purchase this program) is now a
forgettable one, as it was bought during a time period when shows
could not yet be previewed by purchasing planetariums. A great
narrator and potentially excellent topic could not save this feature,
which checks in at a marathon 38:00, and is very one-sided in its
handling of the matter of UFOs and extraterrestrials visiting Earth,
failing to give the topic any serious investigation other than a few smug
Nimoy remarks about “hoaxes.” You can select this program for your
private party. But I will do everything in my power to persuade you into
choosing a different show!

If you made it this far in the document, great job! People ask a lot of questions
about parties, so we wanted to try to answer all of them in one place. Hope to
see you at the Neil Armstrong Planetarium soon!

